
 

Scientists investigate link between
skyrocketing sea slug populations and
warming seas
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The warm ocean temperatures that brought an endangered green sea turtle to San
Francisco in early fall have triggered a population explosion of bright pink, inch-
long sea slugs in tide pools along California's central and northern coastline.
Credit: © Gary McDonald

The warm ocean temperatures that brought an endangered green sea
turtle to San Francisco in September have triggered a population
explosion of bright pink, inch-long sea slugs in tide pools along
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California's central and northern coastline. The Hopkins' Rose
nudibranch, while no strange sight in Southern California, is rarely
spotted farther north. A team of scientists, including experts from the
California Academy of Sciences, believes this far-flung Okenia rosacea
bloom—along with a slew of other marine species spotted north of their
typical ranges—may signal a much larger shift in ocean climate and a
strong forthcoming El Niño.

Researchers from the California Academy of Sciences, UCSB, UCSC,
and Bodega Marine Laboratory are carefully tracking the atypical sea
slug distribution, reporting densities in the dozens per square meter in
tide pools from San Luis Obispo to Humboldt Counties. The pink
nudibranchs have not appeared so far north or in such high numbers
since the strong El Niño events—periods of warmer-than-usual ocean
water and heavy rains—of 1998 and 1983.

Without an official El Niño on record for 2015, scientists note that the
recent sea slug bloom may mirror a much larger climate shift that
occurred in the eastern Pacific Ocean nearly four decades ago. In 1977,
rose-like Okenia rosacea appeared in record numbers along the
California coast under weak El Niño conditions, coinciding with a
major, decades-long period of elavated ocean temperatures. Warmer
coastal waters altered the ranges of many ocean-dwellers, including
several species of gastropods, fishes, and dolphins.

"While we are thrilled to see this beautiful bloom of normally-rare
nudibranchs, we are concerned about the long term consequences of our
changing coastal environment," says Dr. Terry Gosliner, Academy
Curator of Invertebrate Zoology and Geology. "Our current climate
conditions are great for some of my favorite slugs, but we can't ignore
that warming seas mean less food for sea birds, and adverse impacts for
all marine ecosystems. California's unique marine life can't always adapt
to so much instability." Gosliner adds that frequent habitat disruptions
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could point to mass extinctions in coming decades.

In a 2011 report in Limnology and Oceanography, Gosliner and a team of
marine experts linked widespread nudibranch blooms with periods of
warming ocean temperatures. The report predicts a range-shift in sea
slug populations when warm temperatures, northward ocean currents,
and weak upwelling (a phenomenon that pushes cold, nutrient-rich water
to the ocean's surface) overlap. "We're seeing this exact cocktail of
climate conditions in California right now," says Gosliner. "We are
tracking the trends to find out exactly what the shift means and how it
might impact marine life."

  
 

  

Scientists believe this far-flung sea slug bloom -- along with a slew of other
marine species spotted north of their typical ranges -- may signal a much larger
shift in ocean climate and a strong forthcoming El Niño. Credit: © Jeff Goddard

Hopkin's Rose nudibranchs are ideal for tracking relatively rapid
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changes in ocean conditions. The showstopping slugs are fast-growing,
live for about one year, and tend to spend their adult lives in a small
patch of the ocean floor. Like previous population explosions of Okenia
rosacea, the current nudibranch bloom includes species typically found
farther south, including the bright purple and orange Spanish Shawl,
Flabellina iodinea, and the California Sea Hare, Aplysia californica.

Though researchers believe the recent nudibranch population explosion
might signal another major climate shift from cold to warm, it is simply
too early to call. If a major ocean climate shift is in fact underway,
Academy Research Associate Dr. Jeff Goddard believes there is a good
chance the next El Niño will pack a punch on par with the 1983 and
1998 California events. As with any strong El Niño event, Californians
should expect to see many species from Southern California appear
farther north.

  
 

  

'While we are thrilled to see this beautiful bloom of normally-rare nudibranchs,
we are concerned about the long term consequences of our changing coastal
environment,' says Dr. Terry Gosliner, Academy Curator of Invertebrate
Zoology and Geology. 'Our current climate conditions are great for some of my
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favorite slugs, but we can't ignore that warming seas mean less food for sea
birds, and adverse impacts for all marine ecosystems. California's unique marine
life can't always adapt to so much instability.' Credit: © Jeff Goddard

It doesn't take a scientist to spot a bright pink Hopkins' Rose nudibranch.
Californians can snag a prime view of the current sea slug bloom in
rocky shore tide pools along the Central Coast at Montaña de Oro and
Asilomar State Parks, Scott Creek Beach, Pigeon and Pillar Points, and
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve just north of Half Moon Bay. North Coast
slug-finders can visit Duxbury Reef at Bolinas in Marin County. Check
your local tide predictions, and aim for a "minus tide" when both the
swell and wind are low. Tread lightly when exploring tide pools, and be
sure to wear shoes you won't mind getting wet.
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